
Health and beauty  
brands turning heads  
across the web



 

What I wasn’t expecting was the immediate 
lift we had in mobile conversion – we’ve seen 
a 68% increase since migrating over to  
BigCommerce in January.

Sholanda Armstrong, Digital marketing director



Our previous site just wasn’t optimized for  
mobile, and as a result, we were losing a  
significant amount of traffic.

Jill DeGroot-Schulke, Ecommerce and digital marketing manager



With all of its out-of-the-box tools and  
functionality, BigCommerce allowed us to 
stop playing catch up.

Bill Maroulis, Digital strategy director



We expected to see a modest dip in revenue 
due to seasonality, but since switching our 
online sales are up 15–20%.

Gary Pellegrino Jr., President



Google Shopping has tripled our revenue 
stream bringing in customers we never  
knew we could market to.

Peter Baseio, Founder and CEO



With a website, you have a lot more 
control over everything, especially 
your interaction with customers.

Emily Ironi, Founder and CEO



Companies reached out to us through our online 
presence requesting wholesale pricing. As a  
result, we hired a wholesale team to support 
them and engaged brokers this past year.

Amy Cazin, CEO



Upgrading to BigCommerce Enterprise has 
been one of the best decisions we’ve made 
for growing our business.

Kirsten Stoddard, Marketing manager



BigCommerce’s abandoned cart reclamation 
email has been wonderful! Over 14% of our 
abandoned carts have been reclaimed.

Jamyla Bennu, Founder and CEO



Instead of having to rely on dev support, our 
ecommerce team can manage these feeds  
and drive traffic to the site quickly and easily,  
resulting in a 10% increase in traffic.

Jacqueline Cheney, Director of Ecommerce



Our newest theme has doubled our 
conversion rate and raised our  
average order by 33%.

Brad Ervin, Founder



I was, and continue to be, inspired by Apple 
store products, as they are such innovators 
and leaders in design.

Melissa Bamberg, Founder of NodPod



Now, we’re doing more than $300,000  
in a single month.

Charlie Moyer, Founder



I looked at Shopify and at Squarespace. None 
of them really could handle the volume I was 
doing with all of the features I was looking for.

Chris Bair, Founder and CEO



We launched in 3 months with 30 brands 
and just under 500 products.

Julie Mathers, Founder and CEO



That is another great thing about  
BigCommerce: little to no development  
work if we don’t want to.

Con Kazantzidis, Founder



We are now average profiting $60,000 in 
sales a month!

Deonna Lewis, CEO



Our sales have increased tenfold online 
and in our shop.

Syed Shah, President



“Online retail has become a huge growth driver for our merchants across 

the entire sporting goods industry,” said Tod Klubnik, SVP of Global Sales 

for BigCommerce. “For retailers selling in competitive categories like 

sporting goods and outdoor equipment, a flexible and open SaaS platform 

represents a competitive advantage and allows them to focus on winning 

market share instead of managing backend infrastructure.”



With BigCommerce, you’re  
in good company. 



Grow your business faster 
A powerful ecommerce platform with superior  

reliability and advanced tools for running  

your whole business

Call for a demo

1-877-369-3174
www.bigcommerce.com

#1 in ecommerce for a reason



www.bigcommerce.com


